MIXOLOGY

Toasting
the Season

Fill Your Glass
with Fall Flavors

Spice Latte
➤ Pumpkin
Courtesy baileys.com
2 ounces Baileys Pumpkin Spice Irish
Liqueur
5 ounces hot or iced brewed coffee
1 ounce milk
Add the Baileys Pumpkin Spice Irish
Liqueur to your coffee, lighten with a
touch of milk. Garnish with a cinnamon
stick, whipped cream and a dash of
pumpkin pie spice and serve.
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Please drink responsibly.

I

t’s about this time every year that the Green Mountain State adds a variety of vivid hues
to its already colorful natural palette — providing a perfect opportunity to add an array of
seasonal flavors to your cocktail palate.
Apple, cinnamon, pumpkin and caramel lend themselves perfectly to the time of year when
Vermont’s natural rolling landscape is at its most brilliant, allowing creative mixologists to
capture autumn in a tangible, tasty way.
The go-to for many hoping to embrace autumn as early as possible is pumpkin. And while
it can be found in everything from muffins to coffee, it also brings a welcome familiarity when
used in mixed drinks or even sipped straight.
Captain Morgan has simplified things for those
seeking a pumpkin fix by producing Captain
Morgan Jack-O’Blast — a limited edition
spirit notable by its pumpkin-like packaging.
Look for the round, orange bottle and you’ve
discovered a spiced rum with the instantly
recognizable flavors of pumpkin spice. Enjoy it
as a chilled shot or try it in the recipe below.

Captain’s Cauldron
Courtesy joesdaily.com

1 ounce Captain Morgan
		Jack-O’Blast
2 ounces orange juice
1 ounce cranberry juice
1 lemon wedge — squeezed

Kahlua has also produced a seasonal version of its classic: Kahlua Pumpkin Spice.
This liqueur features natural pumpkin
flavors and spices blended with 100 percent
Arabica coffee and sugarcane rum. Try it in
a martini for a great twist on a classic.
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Kahlua Pumpkin Spice Martini
courtesy homecookingmemories.com

2
1
1
1

ounces Kahlua Pumpkin Spice
ounce spiced rum
ounce half-and-half
tablespoon pumpkin puree

Pour the Kahlua, rum, half-and-half and
pumpkin puree into a cocktail shaker with
ice. Shake well and strain into the prepared
martini glass. If desired, garnish with
whipped cream, a cinnamon stick or some
pumpkin pie spice.
And while the temperatures are beginning
to drop, it’s likely there will still be a few
warm days left before the colder months
arrive for good. Here’s a refreshing option
for those unexpectedly temperate days.

Pumpkin and Apple Cider Fizz
Courtesy kitchenkonfidence.com

Combine all
ingredients
in a glass filled
with ice. Stir and
garnish with an
orange slice.

Baileys Pumpkin Spice Irish Liqueur offers
notes of pumpkin, sweet cinnamon and baking
spices with hints of vanilla and coffee. It’s a seasonal take on the classic Irish cream, and works
well in everyday sippers that can benefit from
an autumnal influence. Try it in a Pumpkin
Spice Latte. Recipe on opposite page.

Always drink in moderation.

1½ ounces pumpkin puree
1½ ounces vanilla vodka
2 ounces apple cider
1-2 ounces ginger beer
Fill a cocktail
shaker with ice
and add the
pumpkin puree,
vanilla vodka and
apple cider. Shake
vigorously until
well chilled, strain
into a glass filled
with ice and top
off with ginger
beer.

➤
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MIXOLOGY: TOASTING THE SEASON

SINGLE MALT DISRUPTED

Explore the Orchard

I

f, by mid-autumn, you’ve had your fill of
pumpkin, there is a natural alternative to
which creative mixers can turn — Vermont’s
own state fruit, the apple.

PROOF OF
CONCEPT? CHECK
OUR TROPHY CASE .

According to the Vermont Tree Fruit Growers
Association, Vermont farmers grow more than
150 different varieties of apples, with more
than 1 million bushels — about 40 million
pounds — grown each year. There may be no
better place to start exploring this familiar and
welcome flavor than with a spirit native to the
state, Vermont Spirits No. 14 Apple Brandy.
The distillers at Vermont Spirits select a range
of apples specifically chosen for their complementary flavors. They then press, ferment and
distill the raw cider and then age it in Hungarian Oak barrels. The brandy sits perfectly
in a cocktail recommended by the experts at
Vermont Spirits — the Bentley.

95 Points | “Extraordinary,
Ultimate Recommendation”
Ultimate Spirits Challenge 2017

Winner, Double Gold
San Francisco World
Spirits Competition

Crafted under the care of
world-renowned Master Distiller
Dennis Malcolm, recipient of:

WINE ENTHUSIAST

•

Outstanding Achievement in the
Scotch Whisky Industry, IWSC 2015

•

Whisky Advocate’s 22nd Annual
Lifetime Achievement Award

Bentley
Courtesy vermontspirits.com

1½ ounces No. 14
		 Apple Brandy
1 ounce French vermouth
1 lemon or orange slice
		 for garnish

TASTING NOTES
COLOR

Bright gold

86 PROOF

AROMA

Honey, pear, and
apple, with hints of
almond and citrus

PALATE

Apple pie
crust, caramel,
and vanilla

FINISH

Lingering fruit
with subtle hints
of spice

VT Code
#5201
Retail:
$44.99

SingleMaltDisrupted.com
@GlenGrantUS

Facebook.com/GlenGrantUS

@GlenGrantUS

Glen Grant® Single Malt Scotch Whisky, 43% alc./vol. (86 Proof). Campari America, San Francisco, CA.
SHARE RESPONSIBLY. GLENGRANT.COM

Combine ingredients in a shaker
with ice. Shake well and then
strain into a cocktail glass.
Extrapolating the Vermont/
apple connection one step
further, the state has
designated the apple
pie as the official state pie. It’s hard to argue
with that decision, especially if it leads to
creative and tasty cocktails like the Apple Pie
Moscow Mule.

Apple Pie Moscow Mule
Courtesy thecookierookie.com

2 ounces apple cider
2 ounces vodka
1 bottle ginger beer
		 Cinnamon sticks and
		 apple slices
		 for garnish
		 Crushed ice

Enjoy
Vermont
in every
season.
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Fill a copper mug
with crushed ice.
In a cocktail shaker,
combine the apple cider
and vodka. Shake to combine. Pour
half of the apple cider mixture into the
mug. Top with ginger beer until full. Garnish
with cinnamon sticks and apple slices.
Please drink responsibly.

Enjoy the season with friends

H

Know How Much to Buy
Here’s how to determine how much beer, wine
or spirits to purchase:
• Determine the number of guests that will
be attending. Take that number and multiply
it by the number of hours the party will last.
This determines the number of servings. For
example, a party of 20 people lasting three
hours would require about 60 servings.

Know When to Ask for Help
If you expect fewer than 20 guests, you may
be able to act as host and spend time with
visitors. With more than 25 guests, however, it
may be time to think about hiring or designating a dedicated bartender.

OUT HERE THIS IS
A PENTHOUSE VIEW
8888

arvest and Halloween inspired gatherings
are great this time of year — whether it’s
a few cocktails over dinner with friends or a
full evening of dining and entertainment.
Parties and get-togethers can take a lot
of preparation, but the bottom line is this:
don’t let the planning turn an enjoyable
occasion into a stressful event. There are ways
to prepare that will leave you free to enjoy
your guests — and to ensure they head home
safely. Here are some suggestions.

OUT HERE

WHISKY

OUT HERE
WHISKY

Consider Pre-Mixed Cocktails
• Prepare them ahead of time in a pitcher,
ready to serve, and you’ll save time at the bar.
• A ‘do it yourself’ bar can give your guests a
chance to get creative. Set out the necessary
elements ahead of time: glasses, ice, a selection of mixers and an assortment of spirits.

Be a Responsible Host
Part of your responsibility as a host is not only
entertaining guests, but ensuring they have a
safe night.
• Know who’s driving. Make sure designated
drivers have plenty of non-alcoholic drinks.
Encourage guests to carpool with a designated driver and have a list of taxis available or
assist guests with car sharing via Uber or Lyft.
• Serve more than finger food. Offer your
guests food such as cheese, nuts and meat,
which slow the alcohol’s absorption rate.
• Offer plenty of non-alcoholic options. Serve
alternative beverages such as virgin cocktails,
juice, soda and water.
• Obey the law. Check I.D. on anyone you
don’t know at your gathering. Never serve
alcohol to anyone who’s under 21 or already
intoxicated.
• Wind things down. Consider closing the bar
an hour before the party’s end and making
coffee and tea readily available.
Always drink in moderation.

Pendleton® Canadian Rye Whisky. 40% Alc./Vol. (80 proof). ©2018 Proximo,
Jersey City, NJ. Please drink responsibly. LET’ER BUCK and the bucking horse
logo are registered trademarks of The Pendleton Round-Up Association.
PENDLETON is a registered trademark of Pendleton Woolen Mills.

Connect with us online!
Visit the 802Spirits website to see
upcoming sales information, events
and to place special orders. You can
also follow us on Facebook at
802SpiritsVTDLC to be the first
to know about highly allocated
product raffles.

802spirits.com
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